
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 2, pp. 61 { 66 c 2012 January 25Heavy quark currents in Ultra-High Energy Neutrino InteractionsR.Fiore1)+, V.R. Zoller1)�+Dipartimento di Fisica, Universit�a della Calabriaand Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Gruppo collegato di Cosenza, I-87036 Rende, Cosenza, Italy�Alikhanov Jnstitute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics 117218 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 15 December 2011We discuss heavy quark contributions to the neutrino-nucleon total cross section at very high energies, wellabove the real top production threshold. The top-bottom weak current is found to generate strong left-rightasymmetry of neutrino-nucleon interactions. We separate contributions of di�erent helicity states and makeuse of the �-factorization to derive simple and practically useful formulas for the left-handed (FL) and right-handed (FR) components of the conventional structure function 2xF3 = FL � FR in terms of the integratedgluon density. We show that FL � FR and, consequently, xF3 � FT , where FT is the transverse structurefunction. The conventional structure function F2 = FS+FT at Q2 � m2t appears to be dominated by its scalar(also known as longitudinal) component FS and the hierarchy FS � FL � FR arises naturally. We evaluatethe total neutrino-nucleon cross section at ultra-high energies within the color dipole BFKL-formalism.The neutrino astrophysics [1] deals with neutrinosof ultra-high energy (UHE), well above the threshold ofthe top quark production. The role of heavy quark cur-rents in UHE neutrino interactions has been exploredextensively [2]. Di�erent approaches to including thetop quark e�ects in the UHE neutrino-nucleon cross sec-tion ��N based on [2] are in use [3]. The goal of thiscommunication is to show that a speci�c choice of rel-evant degrees of freedom greatly simpli�es the analysisof ��N in terms of the nucleon structure functions (SF).Making use of the �-factorization we isolate the lead-ing contributions involving big log's of Q2, m2t , and 1=xto derive simple and practically useful formulas for theUHE neutrino-nucleon SFs.The UHE interactions correspond to neutrino energyabove E� � 106GeV. The overall hardness scale of theprocess �N ! �X (1)is determined by the gauge boson massQ2 � m2W : (2)Therefore, the W-boson exchange probes the gluon den-sity in the target nucleon at very small values of Bjorkenx. Consequences of this observation for ��N (E�) arewidely discussed [4] (for most recent publications see[5]).At small x, to the Leading Log (1=x) approximation,it is legitimate to consider the W -nucleon scattering inthe laboratory frame in terms of interactions with the1)e-mail: �ore@cs.infn.it; zoller@itep.ru

target of the q�q0-pair (color dipole) which the light-coneW -boson transforms into at large upstream distances.The dynamics of the log(1=x)-evolution [6] of the dipole-nucleon cross section is described by the infrared regu-lated BFKL-equation with running coupling derived in[7, 8].The di�erential cross section for the �N interactionsis expressible in terms of the scalar (also known as lon-gitudinal), left-handed and right-handed structure func-tions denoted by FS , FL, and FR, respectively.x d��NdxdQ2 = G2F4� � m2Wm2W +Q2�2 �� �2(1� y)FS + FL + (1� y)2FR� : (3)The structure functions F� are related to the absorptioncross sections for the W -boson in the polarization state� = S;L;R,F�(x;Q2) = Q24�2�W ��(x;Q2); (4)where �W = g2=4�, g2 = GFm2W =p2 and the W ! t�btransition vertex isg�t�(gV � gA5)b:In terms of FL; FR the transverse structure functionFT = F2 � FS reads FT = (FL + FR)=2, and left-right antisymmetric structure function F3 is as follows2xF3 = FL�FR. Switching L to R in Eq. (3) yields the��N cross section.Then, making use of the color dipole factorization[9] we arrive at the leading-log(1=x) �-factorization rep-resentation for the absorption cross section for the W -boson in the polarization state ��¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012 61



62 R.Fiore, V.R. Zoller��(x;Q2) = Z 10 dz Z d2rj	�(z; r)j2�(x; r) == �W� Z 10 dz Z d2k Z d2��4 �S(q2)F(xg ;�2)�� �S��20 + P��21� : (5)We address �rst the second line of Eq. (5)2) to derivesome useful analytical expressions for F�(x;Q2). The�rst line of Eq. (5) will be used in our numerical studiesof ��N (E�).No restrictions on the quark transverse momentum,k, and the gluon transverse momentum, � are imposedin Eq. (5), whereF(xg ;�2) = @G(xg ;�2)@ log�2 ;and G(xg ;�2) = xgg(xg ;�2) is the integrated gluonstructure function. It is taken atxg = Q2 +M2W 2 +Q2 (6)and the transverse mass of the t�b pair isM2 = m2t + k2z + m2b + (k� �)21� z ; (7)where z is the fraction of the W -boson light cone mo-mentum carried by the t-quark.The terms proportional to S� and P� describe in-teraction of the quark-antiquark states with the angularmomentumL = 0 (S-wave) and L = 1 (P -wave), respec-tively. The S-wave and the P -wave factors in Eq. (5) forthe right-handed and left-handed W -bosons are as fol-lows [11]SR=fgV [(1� z)mt + zmb]+gA[(1� z)mt � zmb]g2;PR = (gV � gA)2z2 + (gV + gA)2(1� z)2;SL=fgV [(1� z)mt + zmb]�gA[(1� z)mt � zmb]g2;PL = (gV � gA)2(1� z)2 + (gV + gA)2z2; (8)and for the scalar/longitudinal polarization [12, 11]SS = (g2V =Q2)�� �2Q2z(1� z)+(mt �mb) [(1� z)mt � zmb]	2 ++ (g2A=Q2)�� �2Q2z(1� z)+(mt +mb) [(1� z)mt + zmb]	2 ;PS = (g2V =Q2)(mt �mb)2 + (g2A=Q2)(mt +mb)2: (9)2)To compare Eq. (5) with Eq. (2) of Ref. [10] one should makethe substitution: 4�S� V (�)�4(�2 + �2G)2 ! F(xg ;�2):The numerical factor 16 in Eq. (2) of Ref. [10] should be under-stood as 4.

In the charged current interactions gA = gV = 1. In theneutral current neutrino interactionsmq = m�q0 and cor-responding vector and axial-vector couplings are givenby the Standard Model.In Eq. (5)�0 = � 1k2 + "2 � 1(k� �)2 + "2 � ;�1 = � kk2 + "2 � k� �(k� �)2 + "2 � ; (10)and "2 = z(1� z)Q2 + (1� z)m2t + zm2b : (11)Then, making use of the technique developed in[13] for electro-production processes, separate the�2-integration in (5) into the soft,�2 . k2 � "2 + k2; (12)and hard, �2 & k2; (13)regions of the gluon momentum. For soft gluons, in theDGLAP [14] region, upon the azimuthal integration weget Z d'2��21 � �2 "4 + (k2)2(k2 + "2)4 ;Z d'2��20 � 2�2k2(k2 + "2)4 : (14)In Eq. (5) the QCD running coupling �S(q2) entersthe integrand at the largest relevant virtuality, q2 =maxfk2;�2g: For soft gluons one can take q2 = k2 andwe arrive at the fully di�erential distribution of the t-quark in z and k,d��(x;Q2)dzd2k � �W�S(k2)G(xg ; k2)�� �S� 2k2(k2 + "2)4 + P� "4 + (k2)2(k2 + "2)4 � ; (15)where k2 comes from Eq. (12). Integrating over k yieldsd��(x;Q2)dz � 2��W3"2 � S�2"2 + P���S("2)G(xg ; "2):(16)The leading contribution to Eq. (16) comes from k2 ."2=3. We factored out the slowly varying product �SGat k2 � "2. The k- and �-dependence of xg is given byEqs. (6), (7).Then, going from d�L=dz to the structure functionof the nucleon probed by the left-handed (� = L) gauge�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012



Heavy quark currents in Ultra-High Energy Neutrino Interactions 63boson, FL(x;Q2) (see Eq. (4)), we �nd the soft gluoncontribution to the P -wave component3) ofFL = F 1L + F 0L (17)denoted by F 1LF 1L(x;Q2) � 2Q2 Z 10 dzz2"2 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2): (18)The leading contribution to F 1L comes fromz � 1� m2bm2t +Q2 : (19)Therefore, Eq. (18) can be approximated byF 1L(x;Q2) � 2Q2m2t +Q2 �� Z C(m2t+Q2)m2b d"2"2 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2); (20)where C � 0:25. Certainly, ��N is dominated byQ2 � m2t . However, F 1L presented in the form (20)allows straightforward extension to the processes in-duced by the charm-strange current, where Q2 � m2cand xg � 2x.The S-wave component of FL, denoted by F 0L, is verysmall compared to F 1L. Indeed, the z-integration in F 0Lconverges rapidly at z � 1�m2b=(m2t +Q2) andF 0L(x;Q2) � Q2m2b Z 10 dzz2"4 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2) �� Q2m2t +Q2 �S(m2b)3� G(xg ;m2b): (21)Therefore, F 0L � F 1L and FL � F 1L.The S-wave component of the right-handed structurefunction FR = F 0R + F 1R (22)is as followsF 0R(x;Q2)�Q2m2t Z 10 dz(1� z)2"4 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2)�� Q2m2t �S(m2t=2)3� G(xg ;m2t=2): (23)At Q2 � m2t the ratio (1� z)2="4 in Eq. (23) is at inz and hzi � 1=2.3)Hereafter, the upper index in FL� corresponds to the angularmomentum L = 0; 1 of the q�q0-state which the light-cone W -bosontransforms into.

ForQ2 � m2t the structure function F 0R is dominatedby z � m2t =Q2 and xg � 2x. Hence,F 0R(x;Q2) � �S(2m2t )3� G(xg ; 2m2t ): (24)The P -wave component of FR readsF 1R(x;Q2) � 2Q2 Z 10 dz(1� z)2"2 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2): (25)For Q2 � m2t , (1� z)2="2 � (1� z)=m2t andF 1R(x;Q2) � Q2m2t �S(m2t )3� G(xg ;m2t ): (26)In the region of very high virtualities of the gauge boson,CQ2 � m2t (see Eq. (20)),F 1R(x;Q2) � 2 Z CQ2m2t d"2"2 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2) (27)with xg � 2x. Certainly, Eq. (27) is irrelevant to theproblem of ��N : the latter is dominated by Q2 � m2t .However, Eq. (27) is not entirely useless. It describes {with obvious substitutions { the dominant contributionto the F 1R in high-Q2 processes induced by the charm-strange current (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. The nucleon structure function F� for � = S; L; R asa function of Q2 at x = 5 � 10�7 in the neutrino reactionsinduced by the top-bottom, charm-strange and up-downquark currentsFrom explicite expressions for FL and FR obtainedabove it is evident that for the top-bottom currentFL � FR (28)in a wide range of Q2. Another observation is thatthe contribution of left-handed W -bosons to ��N inprocesses induced by the top-bottom current is muchsmaller than that coming from the absorption of scalarW -bosons FS � FL: (29)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012



64 R.Fiore, V.R. ZollerThe scalar structure function FS (under the name lon-gitudinal) has been discussed in [15]. It was found thatthe higher twist corrections brought about by the non-conservation of the top-bottom current result in consid-erable enhancement of the P -wave component ofFS = F 1S + F 0S ; (30)denoted by F 1SF 1S(x;Q2) � m2tm2t +Q2 Z "2mm2b d"2"2 �S("2)3� G(xg ; "2); (31)where "2m = m2t if Q2 < m2t �m2b and "2m � (Q2+m2t )=4if Q2 > m2t �m2b .At Q2 � m2t , F 0S is much smaller than F 1S . Indeed,from Eq. (16) it follows thatF 0S � Q212� Z 10 dzSS"4 �S("2)G(xg ; "2); (32)where SS comes from Eq. (9) and "2 from Eq. (11). ForQ2 � m2t Q2SS"4 � 2 �1 + �2(1� z + �2)2 � (33)with � = mb=mt. Therefore,F 0S(x;Q2) � �S(m2t =2)6� G(xg ;m2t=2) ++ �S(m2b)6� G(xg ;m2b): (34)Our FS survives the limit m2t ! 14). The point isthat the scalar/longitudinalW -boson interacts with thequark current j� = V� � A� which is not conserved.The vertex W ! t�b which is / @�j� / mt �mb givesthe factor m2t in the expression for FS and cancels 1=m2tcoming from the tb quark box. Evidently, there is noreal clash between Eq. (34) and the decoupling theorem[16]. The latter is relevant to calculating observables, forinstance cross sections in kinematical regions well belowcertain heavy quark thresholds. We are dealing with thereal top production by neutrinos of ultra-high energy,though at Q2 � m2t .Two terms in Eq. (34) correspond to two very di�er-ent kinematics. The �rst one describes the symmetrict�b-state with uniform z-distribution and hzi � 1=2, the4)The limitm2t !1 implies the limit of the in�nite neutrino en-ergy, 1=xg !1. The �nite energy e�ects, built in the gluon den-sity function , suppress the structure function in Eq. (34). Specif-ically, for xg ! 1 the gluon density G is known to vanish as(1� xg)n, where n � 5 and xg comes from Eqs. (6), (7).

second one corresponds to the asymmetric con�gurationwith z � 1� �2. Both t�b-states have approximately thesame invariant mass, M2 � 2m2t , and, consequently,probe the gluon density at nearly the same xg .For Q2 � m2t { the substitution t ! c suggests it-self { the ratio SS="4 is at in z and Q2SS="4 � 8 withhzi � 1=2 and xg � 2x. Consequently,F 0S(x;Q2) � 2�S(Q2=4)3� G(xg ; Q2=4): (35)In the neutrino reactions induced by the charm-strangecurrent the term F 1S is suppressed at high Q2 � m2c bythe factor � m2c=Q2 and the scalar/longitudinal struc-ture function FS is dominated by its S-wave component,F 0S [17, 18]. Speci�c features of the structure functionsF� are illustrated by Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 and Eqs. (3),(2) it follows that the left-right asymmetry generated bythe top-bottom current is much stronger than that gen-erated by the charm-strange current but the top-bottomcontribution to the total neutrino nucleon cross sectionis dominated by the absorption of the scalar gauge bo-son.In our numerical studies of F� and ��N we rely uponthe color dipole factorization represented by the �rst lineof Eq. (5), where the total cross section of interaction ofthe t�b color dipole of the transverse size r with the nu-cleon target is related to the di�erential density of gluonsF(xg ; �2) by the equation [9]�(x; r) == �r2Nc Z d2��2 4[1� exp(i�r)]�2r2 �S(�2)F(xg ; �2): (36)The light cone density of the t�b Fock states with thetransverse size r and the fraction z of theW -boson lightcone momentum carried by the t-quark is [11, 12]j	�(z; r)j2 = 2�WNc(2�)2 �S�K20 ("r) + P�"2K21 ("r)� ;(37)where S� and P� come from Eqs. (8), (9). In (37)K0;1(y) is the modi�ed Bessel function. The termsproportional to K20 ("r) and K21 ("r) describe the quark-antiquark states with the angular momentum L = 0 (S-wave) and L = 1 (P -wave), respectively. The log(1=x)-evolution of �(x; r) is determined by the infrared regu-lated BFKL-equation with running coupling [7, 8]. Thepreferred choice of the infrared regularization gives theintercept of the pomeron trajectory, �IP(t), in the angu-lar momentum plane �IP = �IP(0)� 1 = 0:4 and leadsto a very good description of the data on the protonstructure functions at small x [19]. In particular, this�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012



Heavy quark currents in Ultra-High Energy Neutrino Interactions 65means that the gluon density and all structure functionsgrow fast with growing 1=x, F� / x��IP . The analysisof the unitarity e�ects will be published elsewhere. Thestructure functions of the isoscalar nucleon probed byW -bosons of di�erent helicity are presented in Fig. 1.The charged current neutrino-nucleon cross section,��N as a function of the neutrino energy, E� and its de-composition into components of di�erent origin is shownin Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The total �N charged current cross section (solidline) decomposed into components of di�erent origin as afunction of the laboratory neutrino energySummarizing, we presented the �-factorization for-mulas for the di�erential cross section d��=dzd2k whichdescribes the absorption of scalar, left-handed and right-handed W -bosons. We isolated leading contributions tothe related structure functions F�(x;Q2) at low x andhigh Q2 and obtained simple and numerically accurateestimates for F� in processes induced by massive quarkcurrents. It was shown that the non-conservation of thetop-bottom current leads to the hierarchy of structurefunctions FS � FL � FR. Making use of the colordipole BFKL approach to the log(1=x) QCD-evolutionwe evaluated the charged current �N cross sections forultra-high energy neutrino beams.V.R.Z. thanks the Dipartimento di Fisicadell'Universit�a della Calabria and the Istituto Nazionaledi Fisica Nucleare { gruppo collegato di Cosenzafor their warm hospitality while a part of this workwas done. The work was supported in part by theMinistero Italiano dell'Istruzione, dell'Universit�a e dellaRicerca and by the RFBR (grants #09-02-00732 and11-02-00441).1. J. K. Becker, Physics Reports 458, 173 (2008);V. Berezinsky, High Energy Neutrino Astronomy,arXiv:1102.3591; M. Drees, Pranama, J. Phys 62, 207
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